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The dynamics of amorphous silicon at low temperatures can be characterized by a sequence of
discrete activated events, through which the topological network is locally reorganized. Using the
activation-relaxation technique, we create more than 8000 events, providing an extensive database of
relaxation and diffusion mechanisms. The generic properties of these events—size, number of atoms
involved, activation energy, etc.—are discussed and found to be compatible with experimental data.
We introduce a topological classification of events and apply it to study those events involving only
fourfold coordinated atoms. For these, we identify and present in detail three dominant mechanisms.
[S0031-9007(98)06947-6]
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At low temperatures, the microscopic dynamics of ma
terials typically takes place by activated processes,
which the energy barriers crossed are high compared
the average thermal energy. In crystals, the microscop
mechanisms at the origin of the dynamics can often
found based on symmetry arguments. Disordered m
terials, however, require direct simulations in order t
identify these mechanisms. The standard approach,
troduced by Weber and Stillinger [1], is to simulate a ma
terial at a high temperature and to quench configuratio
at regular intervals. If this temperature is sufficiently hig
and the time between quenches large enough, these c
figurations will be distinct, and their sequence may pro
vide a basis for the reconstruction of activated dynamic
Difficulties arise, however, since (1) it is never certain tha
the path reproduced is one that the configuration wou
follow if simulated at a lower temperature and (2) th
Meyer-Neldel compensation rule, affecting the prefact
of the diffusion constant, often favors different mecha
nisms at high and low temperatures [2].

Using the recently proposed activation-relaxation tec
nique [3], it is possible to follow the reaction path a
configurations move from one low-energy structure to a
other, allowing barriers on all energy scales to be crosse
We apply this method to generate a database of stru
tural changes in amorphous silicon that can then be cla
sified according to their topology, which is well defined
since the first- and second-neighbor shells are complet
separated in high-quality simulation cells. Besides b
ing an important material in its own right because of it
technological importance, amorphous silicon is also th
archetypical example of the class of tetrahedrally coord
nated continuous-random networks.

Self-diffusion inc-Si has an activation energy of abou
4.5 6 0.5 eV [4]. For a-Si, experimentalists find a
range of activation energies indicating a multiplicity o
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mechanisms. In differential calorimetric and conductivi
measurements on samples freshly prepared by ion b
bardment, the average activation barrier is found to va
from 0.23 to 2.7 eV as a function of relaxation or temper
ture [5,6]. Since samples are far from equilibrium, the
barriers have to be taken as lower bounds: barriers sho
be higher in well-relaxed samples, reaching values sim
to those found inc-Si.

The nature of relaxation and diffusion mechanism
itself is still controversial: calorimetric and Rahma
measurements indicate that relaxation should be lo
involving relaxation of point defects [5], while Mössbaue
experiments suggest that up to104 atoms are involved, at
least to some degree, in the relaxation of a single dang
bond [7].

On the theoretical side, studies of the dynamics
a-Si have concentrated so far on very small lattices a
have produced only a handful of events. It is therefo
difficult to draw solid conclusions from these works
either regarding the activation energies or the mechanis
involved.

In this work, we use the activation-relaxation techniq
(ART) to generate efficiently a large number of even
ART is described in detail elsewhere [8]. In order
produce good structural amorphous silicon, we proce
as in [3,9], and use the Stillinger-Weber potential [1
with a three-body interaction increased by 50%. Aft
each event, the volume of the cubic cell is optimized
minimize the total energy of the network. For each
three independent runs, we start from a different random
packed 1000-atom cell relaxed to a local minimum, a
apply ART steps iteratively until the configuration reach
a good structural quality [3,9]. ART moves that conver
to a saddle point within at most 600 iterations are eith
accepted or rejected, using a Metropolis accept-rej
criterion with a fictitious temperature of 0.25 eV. Th
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1865
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optimization phase typically requires a couple of even
per atom; just to be sure, we discard the first 4000 AR
moves. After optimization, we make another 6000 AR
moves, ending with a combined database of 8106 eve
that are examined here.

The distribution of energy barriersB, as well as the
energy difference between the initial and final configura
tions DE  Ef 2 Ei, is given in Fig. 1 for the whole set
of events. The precision in the energy barrier is abo
60.5 eV due to the approximations used in finding th
saddle point [8]. The exact shape of these two distrib
tions is a convolution of the topography of the energ
landscape with the biases of the activation-relaxation tec
nique [8]; since these biases are not known, one can
infer quantitative information from the frequency of oc
currence of certain events, although we might expect
certain correlation between this and the real frequenc
of specific events.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the distribution for the energ
barrier peaks around 4 eV and tails off beyond 15 eV
Although the high-energy tail of the distribution is un
likely to be sampled in reality—its time scale goes muc
beyond what can be reached experimentally—it demo
strates the ease with which ART can explore the ener
landscape of disordered materials. The continuous sp
trum of energy barriers is in line with experimental dat
[5]. Looking more closely, the small peak around 0 eV i
the distribution of the energy barrier is associated with u
stable configurations, and the large peak in the distributi
of the energy difference corresponds to atomic exchang
as discussed below. As expected for well-relaxed co
figurations, most activated mechanisms lead to states
higher energy; only a small proportion of events shou
lower the energy.
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FIG. 1. Distribution of energy barrierB (solid line) and
energy differenceDE (dotted line) for the 8106 events
mentioned in the text.
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The size of an event, as defined by the number of atom
that move more than a certain threshold distance, can a
provide some insight into the nature of relaxation. With
threshold of 0.1 Å, the number of atoms displaced from
minimum to a saddle point varies between 1 and 80, wit
a peak at about 25. From the initial to the final minimum
this number runs to above 100 with a maximum at 40. Th
result sets the minimal system size for the study of the
mechanisms to several hundreds of atoms to limit bounda
effects, an order of magnitude larger than the typical siz
of the relaxation mechanism. Moreover, the distributio
of the number of atoms involved is almost independent o
the specific topological class studied.

Looking at the topology of the structural changes in
more detail, we concentrate on two classes of events:per-
fect events that directly involve only fourfold coordinated
atoms, andconservedevents that involve the diffusion of
coordination defects, while the total number of defects
preserved from the initial to the final state. (Bydirectly
involve,we mean atoms that see their neighbor list chang
between the initial and final state.) There are 802 perfe
events, and another 1979 conserved events; the remain
5325 describe the creation and/or annihilation of coord
nation defects.

We now consider the 802 perfect events. Table I show
first that, contrary to previous conclusions [11], stretche
bonds do not play a major role in the relaxation and dif
fusion mechanisms of well-relaxed structures. This is i
agreement with the narrow spread of nearest-neighbor d
tances seen experimentally; long bonds are most prob
bly an artifact of incompletely relaxed computer-prepare
structures. Table I also indicates that the bond-breakin
occurs in a complex process which involves in paralle
the formation of new bonding and a considerable local re
arrangement. Such a mechanism allows the total amou
of energy needed at any time to be much smaller tha
what a naive evaluation, considering the process of brea
ing bonds isolated from that of creation, would give.

A topological classification provides more insight into
the perfect events. Since the number of broken bon
must be identical to that created between the initial an
final events, and all atoms changing neighbors must rema
fourfold coordinated, the simplest topological descriptio
is to alphabetically label all atoms involved, and list al
bonds between them, present before or after the event,
both. Figure 2 shows a typical bond rearrangement.

A more compact classification of the rearrangement
based on the observation that loops of alternating old a
new bonds exist that visit all atoms involved (except fo
the rare cases in which the atoms involved belong to sp
tially disconnected groups), as was pointed out by Woote
and Weaire [12]. If these atoms are labeled alphabe
cally, each loop is characterized by the sequence in whi
atoms are visited. Always using the alphabetically low
est notation guarantees us a nondegenerate topolog
classification for all perfect events; the event in Fig. 2
is thus labeled “ABACBD.” For more complex events,
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TABLE I. Some properties of different mechanisms.N is the number of these events in the database;bis and cis refer to the
average number of broken and created bonds between the initial minimum and the saddle point;bif is the same quantity between
initial and final minimum, andlb

if and/orlc
if give their respective length in Å;d is the average atomic displacement between initia

and final points (Å);B andDE correspond to the maxima in the histograms of the energy barriers and energy changes (eV).
numbers in brackets are the fluctuations in these quantities. The conserved events analyzed here are those with an energ
smaller than 8 eV.

Type Perfect WWW CE Double Conserved

N 802 545 94 64 1147
bis 3.3 (1.6) 2.6 (1.2) 5.4 (1.3) 4.3 (1.3) 3.7 (1.4)
cis 2.8 (1.5) 2.2 (1.0) 4.7 (1.6) 3.8 (1.5) 3.4 (1.4)
bif 3.0 (1.6) 2.0 (0.0) 6.0 (0.0) 4.0 (0.0) 4.3 (1.6)
lb
if 2.37 (0.05) 2.38 (0.05) 2.38 (0.03) 2.37 (0.04) 2.43 (0.09

lc
if 2.46 (0.07) 2.47 (0.07) 2.38 (0.03) 2.42 (0.05) 2.55 (0.10
d · · · 2.2 (0.25) 3.3 (0.2) 3.0 (0.2) 2.9 (0.7)
B 4.1 4.0 5.8 4.0–6.0 4.1

DE 2.4 2.2 0.0 3.0 2.3
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involving the diffusion or the creation and/or annihilation
of coordination defects, this algorithm requires the add
tion of “ghost bonds” between pairs of atoms whose co
ordination goes up or down, preserving the completene
and uniqueness of the classification, but increasing sign
cantly the complexity of the algorithm.

FIG. 2. Typical example of a bond rearrangement. Only fou
atoms, labeled “A,” “B,” “C,” and “D,” change their list of
neighbors from the initial to the final state.
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Applying the classification scheme discussed above
the perfect events, we find that three mechanisms acco
for more than 85% of the distribution. The most freque
type of event, 68% of all, is, in the notation introduce
above, ABACBD and is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. I
corresponds, surprisingly, to the bond-switching algorith
proposed by Wooten, Winer and Weaire (WWW) [13
for the preparation of amorphous silicon from the cry
talline state: two bond-sharing atoms exchange a pair
neighbors. Moreover, the distribution of the energy di
ferenceDE for this mechanism is similar to that obtaine
by Wooten and Weaire [12], indicating a mostly uniform
sampling of this mechanism by ART. With a peak at lo
energy and a relatively narrow spread of about 2 e
the distribution of the activation energy suggests that th
mechanism is the dominant one in its class.

The second most common type of perfect event (12%
in our database, is classified as ABACBDAEBFAGBH an
is illustrated in Fig. 3. These events involve a perfe
switch of two nearest-neighbor atoms. Such a mechanis
dubbed concerted exchange (CE), was proposed so
time ago by Pandey to explain self-diffusion inc-Si [14],

A  B  A  C  B  D ABACBDAEBFAGBH ABACBDAEBF

A B

C D

C

A

D F H

B

GE

E F

BA

C D

FIG. 3. Most frequent events in our simulation. The le
figure corresponds to the WWW bond-switching mechanis
the middle figure to concerted exchange, and the right figure
a double bond-switching mechanism.
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and its existence is still debated. The activation ener
distribution for the CE is strongly skewed: the lowe
events happen at 3.6 eV, with a tail that runs up
about 12 eV. The lower part of the distribution is i
agreement with the activation energy calculated forc-Si
using the Stillinger-Weber potential [15] but is higher tha
for WWW-type events.

The CE can be decomposed in three basic WWW bon
switching steps: each atom exchanges three neighb
with the other atom. As could therefore be expecte
the double bond-switching mechanism, represented in
classification as ABACBDAEBF, is also found. With a
frequency of 8%, the double WWW is the third mos
frequent mechanism (shown in Fig. 3). It displays a
even wider and flatter distribution of activation energie
than the CE mechanism, starting at about 3.5 eV a
running up to 17 eV.

These three mechanisms account for 703 out of 8
perfect events. All other mechanisms occurred less th
1% of the time and involve, typically, a larger number o
bond exchanges, and a higher activation energy.

Although more than 95% of the atoms in our thre
samples are fourfold, most events actively involve defe
either through diffusion (conserved events) or creati
and/or annihilation. Topological analysis reveals that
dominant class of events emerges in either of these ca
due to a much larger number of possible topologic
environments that can be found when defects are arou
It is nevertheless still possible to highlight some gene
trends. The creation and/or annihilation mechanisms a
other results from this study will be presented in a long
paper [16], but we can say a word about diffusion
defects.

Contrary to conventional experimental imagery, w
do not find any significant presence of crystalline-typ
defects in these events, such as interstitials or vacanc
Diffusion is controlled by jumps of coordination defect
that can require a significant reorganization of the lattic
the number of broken and created bonds is 1.25 bo
higher than in perfect events. Again, as shown
Table I, there is no evidence of diffusion dominate
by highly stretched bonds. One might also expect th
defect-mediated relaxation is easier than fully fourfo
coordination. In contrast to this prediction, however, w
find that the distribution of activation energies is ver
similar to that of the perfect events, with a peak at arou
4 eV and a tail extending to 14 eV. Finally, as mentione
previously, the total number of atoms involved is foun
to be essentially insensitive to the class of events. T
might be explained by the fact that more than 60%
conserved events have a root based on one of the th
mechanisms dominating the perfect events (Fig. 3).

We have presented here the first detailed analysis
microscopic diffusion and relaxation mechanisms ina-Si,
using a topological classification of events. In partic
lar, we find that perfect (non-defect-based) diffusion i
volves mainly mechanisms corresponding to variatio
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on the bond-switching procedure of Wooten, Winer, an
Weaire, which include the concerted-exchange mechan
proposed by Pandey. The size and activation energy dis
butions of events are realistic and provide a first check w
experiment. We also find that the microscopic mech
nisms responsible for defect-involved diffusion ina-Si
differ from those in the crystal and are based on jumps
coordination defects; there is no trace of vacancy- or inte
stitial-mediated diffusion. In view of the generic charac
ter of the analysis, these conclusions should apply to ot
elemental tetrahedral amorphous semiconductors as w

All of these mechanisms result directly from th
activation-relaxation technique simulations, with noa
priori input provided about the nature of possible mech
nisms. Much remains to be analyzed from the larg
database presented here. In particular, it will be ne
essary to recompute some of these barriers using m
accurate interactions such as tight-binding or local dens
approximation functionals, and to analyze in more det
the nature of defect annihilation and/or creation.
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